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Introduction
.
Elizabeth Parsons (1831-1897) was one of tlie' first women to practise as a
professional artist in Melbourne during the nineteenth century. Born and raised
in London, she spent some years studying and painting, but did not seriously
embark on her chosen career until almost forty years of age. When Elizabeth
migrated to Australia in 1870, she promptly dedicated her working life to her art
She painted prolifically, mostly in watercolour; held private art lessons that were
well attended; exhibited in all the m;oyor local exhibitions and many of the
international ones; was the first woman elected to the Victorian Academy of Art
council; and participated in various art societies. Whille there were other women
who were well-respected as artists and earned an income from their art, Elizabeth
stood out as the most influentiaL Through her efforts she broke into the male
dominated art world of the 187os and came to be regarded as equal in status
to many of her male colleagues. Unfortunately, with the rise of a new generation
of artists in the 188os intent on creating a new Australian art through their work
and through their writing, Elizabeth Parsons' achievements were passed over in
favour of the emerging artists. Mter her death, memory of the artist hersellf also
faded, as did that of so many of her colleagues. The present exhibition revisits
the life and art of Elizabeth Parsons and, in so doing, seeks to re-establish her
rightful place as one of Australia's pre-eminent women artists.
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The early years
Filled with youthful exuberance and natural bonhomie, surveyor William
Thomas Warren (1796-1851) leapt a garden wall and came face to face with
'quiet, serious, brown-eyed' Elizabeth Keens (1794-1867).' William was the
son ofjane Day and William Warren, a forester at Syon Manor, the property
of the Duke of Northumberland, while Elizabeth was the daughter of Elizabeth
Coleman and Michael Keens, one of London's leading market gardeners.
Elizabeth and William were married in 1820 at StThomas Le Apostle in London,
after which they went to live on Michael Keens' sixty-acre property, Holly Lodge,
in Worton Lane, Isleworth.
Elizabeth Warren had four sons before the couple's last child, Elizabeth,
was born on 27 November 1831. Elizabeth and h er brothers, Michael, William,
George and Alfred, were raised at Holly Lodge where Elizabeth was to spend
most of her time until her marriage in 1869.
Elizabeth was sent to boarding school where she was taught the usual genteel
accomplishments of music, dancing, drawing and foreign languages. These
refined activities were encouraged not only as eminently suitable pastimes for
upper and middle class women who found themselves with increased leisure
hours, but also to make them 'better' people. In 1777 Hannah More had written:

Yet, though well-bred young women should learn to dance, sing, recite
and draw, the end of a good education is . . . to make them good daughters,
good wives, good mistresses, good members of society, and good Christians. 2
For some women, however, these first lessons marked the beginnings
of a new passion, if not a vocation, for a particular branch of the arts. Indeed,
it was probably at this time that Elizabeth Warren's dual enthusiasms for art and
music were nurtured. While she retained her love of music and practised singing
and piano playing at every opportunity, her primary interests were drawing and
painting. It was not long before she took a sketchbook with her wherever she went
Initially, however, any serious pursuit of her art was discouraged by her
mother. Mrs Warren was an astute business woman who, following her husband 's
death in 1851, successfully managed the family's extensive market gardens.
Yet she was opposed to her daughter considering a career away from the
conventional paths deemed suitable for young women. Tensions rose between
the strong-willed mother and her restless, energetic daughter until finally,
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either of her own volition or through her mother's influence, Elizabeth found
employment as governess to the family of stockbroker Augustus St Alphonse.
Afterwards she worked as manager of a toy shop that her mother had acquired
for Elizabeth's youngest brother, Alfred. 3
Elizabeth may have held other such positions, but she remained true
to her artistic inclinations. No doubt her cause was boosted with the formation
in 1857 of the Society of Female Artists. Founded by Harriet Grote, the stated
purpose of the society was to 'open a new field for the emulation of the female
student, and also a wider channel of industrial occupation, thereby relieving
part of the strain now bearing heavily on the few other profitable avocations open
to educated women.'4
Over the previous decade a sufficient number of women had been able
to create a place for their work in the contemporary art market to make it
possible for those with talent to consider a career in art as a viable alternative
to the 'overcrowded and notoriously underpaid profession of governesses.''
The Society's annual exhibitions provided an opportunity and a venue for
women to show their works where they drew the attention of patrons keen
to encourage the artists or attracted by the fact that their paintings were more
affordable than those exhibited at the Royal Academy. 6

Influential drawing masters

By the end of the 1850s Elizabeth was looking for reputable drawing masters
to foster her artistic talents and prepare her for a career in art. Living in
London and having gained the support of her skeptical mother, Elizabeth
finally had both the opportunity and the means to engage eminent teachers.
While she always acknowledged two of her instructors - Thomas Miles
Richardson (1813-90) and James Duffield Harding (1797-1863)- the
existence of original drawings by Ramsay Richard Reinagle (1775-1862)
in one of her surviving sketchbooks [CAT. NO. 58]7 indicates that this now largely
forgotten artist was also an influence on Elizabeth's development. Reinagle,
a member of the Royal Academy from the age of thirteen until 1848 and a
member of the Royal Watercolour Society, was an experienced drawing master
who counted John Constable among his earliest pupils. Reinagle was a painter
of portraits and landscapes in the classical tradition, but the pencil sketches
Elizabeth possessed were of simple landscapes with tree studies. These were
probably acquired by Elizabeth for copying. As part of the tuition process,
students were encouraged to copy from prints and photographs as well
as the teacher's own original drawings: these were either given to the pupil
or sometimes hired, loaned or sold.
There may have been a number of other unacknowledged teachers,
but Elizabeth clearly considered Richardson and Harding to be the most
prestigious and influential of her mentors. Richardson, an Associate of the
Old Watercolourists Society, was an accomplished second generation Newcastle
watercolomist who had moved to London in 1843 . He was well known for his
mountain scenery in Scotland and Northern England as well as the Swiss and
Italian Alps. 8 Although Richardson's dramatic, sublime style was later reflected
in Elizabetl1's paintings of Tasmanian and New Zealand mountain ranges,
the greatest influence on her stylistic development was J. D. Harding.
A popular and dedicated drawing master who was much praised by a former
pupil, the great critic,John Ruskin, the elderly Harding accepted Elizabeth as his
last pupil. In addition to providing original drawings ( also found in Elizabeth's
sketchbooks), Harding directed his pupil to his own drawing manuals, a number
of which were published in several editions. Amongst the most popular were
Elementary Art, or the Use of the Lead Pencil (1834 ), The Park and the Forest (1841 ),
Lessons on Art (1849 ) and Lessons on Trees (1852) [CAT. NO. 59]. Indeed, Ruskin,
in his book, The elements of drawing, recommended the purchase of Lessons
on Trees, stating that 'it will be serviceable to you in various ways.' 9 According to
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Ruskin, Harding's drawings 'are the only works by a modern draughtsman which
express in any wise the energy of trees, and the laws of growth . . . There are no
lithographic sketches which, for truth of general character, obtained with little
cost of time, at all rival Harding's.''° There is little doubt that Elizabeth used
one or more of these manuals that provided step-by-step illustrated instructions
to take the pupil from a simple outline drawing through to colour and shading,
accompanied by the injunction to practise each step 'over again and again,
until the hand can produce the likeness to them with certainty and freedom.'"
Close and detailed observation of the form and texture of each tree species
was also advocated by Harding, so tl1at its essential characteristics were captured
on paper. Elizabeth faithfully followed these precepts, as seen in her ability,
almost a decade later, to depict the Australian gum tree without the awkwardness
that is present in the work of many European-trained artists who came to
Australia in the colonial period.
Harding's lessons are the foundation of Elizabeth's art. In the first
instance, this is clearly seen in her drawings of trees, such as the pencil sketches
of Clovelly c.1867 [CAT. NO. 5; FIG. 2], that depicts a copse of pollarded trees
at water's edge, and Study of trees c.1869 [CAT. NO. 8; FIG. 3], that shows an
open field with mature oaks, as it would appear. Two different tree species
are captured in these studies, with attention paid to the shape of the trunks,
branches and foliage. Although the leaves in Clovelly are more delineated than
those of the other study, both works reflect the adept use of light and shade to
create the impression of mass. Elizabetl1 echoed Harding's teachings when she
wrote, 'Having the outline of forms satisfactory, we come to light and shade,
which may be considered as a solidification of forms and the bringing out of one
thing against another, by making it lighter or darker than the object behind it.'"
The basic principles of compositional structure taught by each of Elizabeth's
teachers were also clearly understood, absorbed and applied by Elizabeth
who later wrote:
We all know that there are but three lines in Nature - the straight, the diagonal
and the circle. These three forms, and the endless variety of which they are
capable, are the basis of all design, and it is only when they are harmoniously
blended and used in proper proportions that true beauty can be achieved. 13
These compositional elements are seen in the ambitious watercolour
The Thames at lsleworth c.1864 [CAT. NO. 1; FIG. 4]. Here the strong diagonals
formed by the banks of the river give the impression of distance as the Thames
flows into the far horizon. This in turn is broken by the rounded silhouettes
of tree clumps, the most dominant of which, depicting the Isleworth 'Ait', 14
becomes the focal point of the composition. To tl1e left, a soft diagonal is placed
in the foreground both as a conventional framing device as well as to bring
a greater sense of intimacy to the overall composition. Here the eye is drawn
to the boats and the people on the banks, beyond which riverside buildings
can be discerned.
A tighter structure can be seen in Elizabeth's The old mill 1868 [CAT. NO. 6;
FIG. 5] in which diagonals intersect and lead the eye to the thatched cottage
and mill in the centre of the picture. This was painted some years later than
The Thames at lsleworth and shows the confidence and skill Elizabeth had
acquired in the handling of more complex scenery. Harding advised,
It is always a good plan, when the subject appears difficult, to study the
parts separately, before the whole is attempted; and then a slight sketch should
be made of all the principle lines and features, taking those on the left hand,
and having drawn first the nearest object correctly, the place and size of all
others must be determined by comparison with that. 15
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To create a successful and harmonious composition, every element in the
landscape was important and should be carefully and assiduously studied until
the student became proficient in the drawing of seemingly inconsequential
objects such as rocks and water. The lesson was well learned from one who was
considered by Ruskin to be not only - next to Turner - 'unquestionably
the greatest masters of foliage in Europe''" but also 'nearly unequalled in the
drawing of running water.' 17

16.
John Ruskin, Modem Painters, vol. 1, of general
truths of general princijJles, 4th ed ition in small
form , George Allen, London, 1903, p.327
17.
ibid. , P·37I
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Sketching excursions in England, Sco tland and France
Elizabeth continued to make sketching expeditions with her pencil, paper and
paints and reached a point where she no longer felt 'confused by the infinite
variety of detail' found in sketching out of doors. Instead, she saw the scene
before her as 'large forms or masses of light and shade, and, by a few touches,
suggesting the detail to the imagination of the spectator.' '" Not only is this seen
in other tightly structured compositions such as At Hambledon, Surrey 1866
[ CAT. NO.3 ] and St Mawgan, Cornwall1868 [ CAT. NO.7; FIG . 6] but also in more
open compositions including Arched bridge over the 17wmes (1865) [ CAT. NO. 2]
and Clovelly, Devon c.1867 [CAT. NO. 4; FIG. 7]. In tl1ese, Elizabeth reveals her
aptitude at depicting all types of buildings. There is the thatched cottage in
Hambledon, the more substantial stone house at St Mawgan and the two-storey
stone building in the fishing village of Clovelly- which, incidentally, still stands.
Elizabeth also painted the Duke of Northumberland's extensive Syon House and,
further afield, the Chateau Fontainebleau in France.
Elizabeth travelled widely in search of picturesque locations for her pictures.
Isleworth was the source of many of her subjects, as was nearby Hounslow,
Richmond Park, Twickenham and the neighbouring shires of Surrey and Kent.
She also went further afield, either on special sketching trips or on social visits
that provided opportunities for sketching new material. There are several
surviving drawings and watercolours in her sketchbooks depicting views in
Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Wales, Devon and Cornwall as well as at Strathclyde,
Scotland. Her most exciting expedition, however, was undoubtedly that which
took her to Fontainebleau in 1864.
It was during the 1830s and 40s that a group of French landscape and
figurative artists, includingJean Francois Millais (1814-75), Theodore
Rousseau (1812-67) and Diaz de Ia Pe1,1a (1807/8 - 76), had begun painting
at the village of Barbizon, located some fifty kilometres fro m Paris at the edge
of the Fontainebleau forest. Attracted by its rural simplicity, 'tl1e calm , the silence,
which are so delicious, both in the forest and in the cultivated fields,' '9 these
artists began painting landscape outdoors directly from nature, using intimate
homely subjects and clear natural colours. It was here that the plein air movement
had its origins. Although their paintings were slow to be accepted by the French
critics and public, they were to profoundly influence the art and working methods
of many of their contemporaries and of subsequent generations of artists.
Indeed, such was tl1e impact of these artists and their paintings that, over the
next three decades, 'men of all nationalities and of every degree of reputation,
from the fore-most [sic] painters of the day down to the youngest student from
London or Edinburgh, from New York or Boston, flocked to Barbizon each
summer, attracted by the picturesque beauty of the forest and the free Bohemian
life of the place.' 20 While most artists tended to stay at Pere Ganne's hostelry
or temporary lodgings in neighbouring barns and outhouses, those who had
the means and the desire sought more formal accommodations, such as at the
Chateau Fontainebleau itself.
Altl1ough she possessed an independent, adventurous spirit, Elizabetl1 is likely
to have taken more conventional lodgings, appropriate to her social station and
gender. She may also have travelled with a companion - possibly the Isabella
Laing who features in one of Elizabeth's Fontainebleau sketches. A surviving
watercolour shows that she stayed in a single room apartment, possibly at the
Chateau, with an arched window looking onto trees and shrubs and beyond

Jg.
Julia Cartw1ight,jean Francois M illet: his Life
and letters, Swan Sonnenscheing and Co.,
London, tgw, p.163: quoted from a letter
by Millet to his agent, Alfred Sensie1~ c.1849
20.
ibid. ,
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to glimpses of other stone buildings. The room contained only basic furnishings:
a single iron bed, dressing table with mirror and stool, a small cupboard and
a chair. Pegs on the wall held Elizabeth's satchel and hat.
From here Elizabeth was able to make excursions into the Fontainebleau
forest where she made several pencil sketches of trees and intimate landscapes.
She also painted accomplished watercolours of the Chateau and Palace of
Fontainebleau as well as a view of the home of renowned French animal painter,
Rosa Bonheur, who was considered 'perhaps the most admired woman artist in
Victorian England from the mid-185os.'' 1 Elizabeth's stay at Barbizon reinforced
the lessons provided by her tutors and exposed her to new influences and a
wider circle of artist~, many of whom shared her devotion to picturesque art.

for Australia
Elizabeth returned home to Isleworth filled with renewed enthusiasm for her
chosen vocation. Over the following two years, however, life was overshadowed
by her mother's illness. This strong-willed woman, with whom Elizabeth was
so often in conflict, had developed a liver complaint that eventually proved
fatal. In 1865 Mrs Warren's condition was such that she composed her last
Will and Testament and, accompanied by Elizabeth, travelled to the fashionable
hydropathic establishment'> of Matlock in Derbyshire'' seeking the recuperative
benefits of it~ waters that were said to be 'particularly valuable as curatives
in rheumatism, consumption, gout, and pulmonary and nervous disorders.'"'
Unfortunately, Mrs Warren's health continued to fail. Although Elizabeth still
made occasional trips, much of her time was spent caring for her ailing mother.
Elizabeth Warren died on 27 March 1867. In her Will she divided her estate
among her four sons and daughters, leaving the market business to William.
She also ensured that Elizabeth could remain in the house she occupied
on the Worton property and would receive an annuity so long as she remained
unmarried." Elizabeth also inherited her mother's 'wearing apparel, jewellery
and trinkets and the sum of £goo.' It is a testament to her independent spirit that
she declined the well-intentioned offers of both her brother, William, and her
New Zealand uncle, George Warren, to join their households in what may have
been a secure but somewhat constrained existence as a dependent adult woman.
Instead, together with fellow artist Flora Davis, she travelled to Devon and then
on to Cornwall on what appears to have been an extended sketching trip.
Unless Elizabeth and Flora made their way home for winter and returned
by the following autumn, it seems that they spent several months in this part
of England. It was not unusual for unattached women to remain as guest'> for
periods in the homes of family or friends. In this way they could become, if only
temporarily, a member of the community and join in its activities. Thus, when
Elizabeth went to the Cornwall's Lizard Peninsula around the middle of 1868,
she found herself in the same social circle as the manager of the Lizard
Serpentine Marble Works, George Parsons (1830 -1920).
Their encounter, George later recalled, 'appeared to be destiny.''" George
was himself a newcomer to the area. Trained in the building industry under
London architect, Thomas Cubitt (1788-1855), George had been employed
as surveyor and works supervisor by Sussex builders, Lucas Bros, and then
by London architects, Banks & Barry. In the course of his work he had been sent
to sites all over England as well as in France. Around 1858, however, he married
Isabella Dodd, whose frail health led him to seek employment that would keep
him in London. He accepted a position in tl1e London Office of the Serpentine
Works as its secretary, accountant and traveller. Isabella gave birth to two sons,
George and Cecil, but in 1864, only weeks after giving birth to daughter Isabella,
she died. Her daughter died soon after. Three years later, in 1867, George and
his two young sons arrived in Poltescoe to take charge of the Serpentine Works although he still listed his profession as surveyor.'"
George later stated that when he first saw Elizabeth, he 'neither knew [her]
12

f'Christian name or her age- We each knew our families and position in life
!;as we both came from Isleworth.'" George's father, Jonathon Parsons, had been
~employed as architect to the Duke of Northumberland at Syon House and had
~worked there at the same time as Elizabeth's father. The Parsons family lived
,~in Little Syon, a small mansion on the Syon estate, until around 18{f>. Although
~the Warrens owned much of their property, portions of it were 'copyhold of the
;\Manor of Isleworth Syon.' 2" The Parsons and Warren boys were well acquainted
~with each other and often rowed together on the Thames. The two families
~also attended the same church. In later life Elizabeth recalled that 'as a romantic
~ittle girl ... in Church she used to see the Parsons boys come in but it was the
~'eldest son Henry that took her f~mcy.''" And it was Henry who was 'very often
tht a Mr Alfonse's [sic] house where she was governess.' It was also after Henry
~that George and Elizabeth's first son was named.
~.
Elizabeth and George were immediately attracted to one another and, after
~short courtship and engagement, they married at Isleworth on 28 October
t1868. The newl}"veds returned to George's home, Poltesko Cottage, where
!!Elizabeth, now stepmother to two young boys of ten and eight, immediately fell
i:>regnant with Adeline, who was born there in August 186g. For many women,
[~marriage signalled the end of a career in art. It would have been understandable
JfElizabeth, bearing the responsibility of a young family, had set aside her own
lkmbitions, at least for a time. Yet, in the first year of marriage, in 186g, Elizabeth
~exhibited in her first major exhibition, sending seven works to the Society of
female Artists under the name of Mrs George Parsons. 31
i1 Although Elizabeth may have exhibited in local exhibitions, there is no
~vidence that she contributed to London's most notable annual shows, including
Jbose of the Royal Academy of Art or the Old Watercolourists Society. So why
~ow, with the added burden of a new family, and living away from London's
~ulrural centre, did she finally look toward establishing herself as a professional
!l:trtist? Indeed, not only was she exhibiting, it was also around this time that she
~ent some pictures to the distinguished Scottish artist, Peter Graham (1836!1921), for his opinion. Graham, together with other leading Scottish artists, had
formed a highly influential artistic and social circle in London. To Elizabeth's
~atification, he regarded her work favourably: 'All the subjects are selected with
jSTeat artistic taste, and the treatment shows a fine sense of atmospheric effect;
Jhere is much beauty in each of the drawings.''" With tl1is glowing review Elizabeth
pegan to promote herself as a serious artist producing works of a high standard.
Perhaps her changed circumstances prompted Elizabeth to move away from
11
the study of art to the business of art. As a single woman of means living in the
~!netropolis, she had the luxury of being able to wander about the country on
~ketching trips at her own leisure - and, for the time being at least, had been
fOntent to do little more than this. Family obligations took away much of this
freedom, while living in a remote valley in Cornwall meant that she no longer
Jlad the social or cultural diversions that London offered.
, Although she did participate in community life, playing tl1e organ or
parpsichord in the local church and at concerts, this well-travelled, energetic
~oman must have felt stifled by her new life. No doubt with her husband's
tupport and encouragement, she redirected her energy and ambitions to
txhibiting and selling her work. But there may have been another incentive ~hat of providing additional income for the family.
By the time Elizabeth arrived in Cornwall, George's future at the Marble
tyorks was uncertain. Implicit in George's account of his eventual dismissal as
fnanager is tl1at the Works, established before 1851, had begun showing signs
trouble. Members of the Serpentine Company's board listened to George's
J:oncern that the company would fail to prosper due to the intrinsic nature
pf the serpentine marble: it was expensive to mine and could only be retrieved
Jn small slabs while working with the material involved a great deal of waste. Thus,
~ere was no great profit margin. Howeve1~ as George wrote, 'neither the Directors
fr Chairman agreed with my views, they therefore dispensed with my services.'"'
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\\Then George lost his position and the family was obliged to leave the
manager's cottage, they moved to lodgings at ClaphamJunction in London.
It was here that George and Elizabeth decided to emigrate to Australia, a land
that seemed to offer greater prospects. Both had some knowledge of Australia.
Elizabeth's brother, Alfred, had apparently spent some time there, while George
was one of a party of five, including his brother Henry, that sailed to Sydney
in 1852, drawn by the prospect of gold. They met with modest success at the
goldfields of Turon, Bathurst, Ophir and Adelong but returned to England
about a year due to Henry's ill health.;'
In spite of this familiarity, the idea of leaving London would not have been
an easy one for Elizabeth who was just beginning to make her presence felt in
London art world. Equally, if not more importantly, it also meant leaving a wide
circle of family and friends and the security and support they offered.
With excitement for some and trepidation for others, the Parsons family
boarded the luxurious steamer, SS Creal Britain, as second class passengers
and, together with 773 other souls, left Liverpool on 19 March 1870. While
the journey itself was a fairly uneventful one, it proved largely unpleasant for
Elizabeth who not only had to contend with bouts of seasickness but also with
morning sickness, as she was now pregnant with Henry. The ship, able to travel
under sail or, in windless conditions, by its steam-powered engine, made good
time, arriving at Sandridge on 20 May 1870. The Parsons and their luggage wer
rowed ashore and, vvith no relatives or friends to greet them, a two-wheeled cab
was hired to take them into Melbourne. For the next few days they stayed at the
Post Office Hotel, then leased a furnished house in Nicholson Street in Carlton
before moving to nearby Grattan Place, Keppel Street, Carlton.
art
The
Elizabeth came to Australia with the intention of resuming her career as an arti
Within a month, and even before the family had time to properly settle down,
Elizabeth had approached Fowl's Fine Art Gallery in Queen Street with a portfol
of her drawings and watercolours and had invited the city's most influential art
critic,James Smith, to view the works. As had been the case with Peter Graham,
this was a bold and astute move. Smith was impressed and the first review
of Elizabeth's work in Australia was largely favourable:

In the water-colour department there are no better landscapes than those painted
by 1W1s Parsons. This lady . . . has made the beautiji,d scenery of Devonshire her
especial study, and the fidelity with which she portrays its leafy woods, its green
valleys, its quaint old collages and watercmills and the so/t haze and tender
blue of its summer skies, will be immediately rrcogniserl by peoj;le who know
anything of the Tamar or the Tay. In her treatment o/foliage Mrs Parsons
is particularly ski!jul. There is definition o/form and characte1; and at the
same time plenty of breadth and freedom. Nfrs Parsons has four wate r -colour
drawings in the exhibition, any one of which may be cited as a good example
for students in this branch of art.'"
There was, in fact, only one watercolour of Devon in the exhibition.
here were another four paintings that depicted views of Loch Lomond
Scotland and St Mawgan in Cornwall. Smith's sentiments, however, applied
) them all. These works were not simply technically accomplished: their
rniliar subjects also had a strong nostalgic appeal to an audience that still
egarded Britain as home.
The exhibition was not a financial success. It may have attracted public
ttention, but few were prepared to purchase the works on display. Melbourne
as young, little more fuan 35 y ears old. It still retained the materialistic culture
at had ensured its survival during the early y ears of settlement and saw
emerge as the colony's pre-eminent city following the 1850s gold rush.
'hose who were prepared to decorate tl1eir homes with paintings and print,
referred European and British art, which was deemed to be superior
the colonial product.
Faced with such obstacles, the exhibition ran at a loss and the Victorian
cademy of Art approached its artists to donate paintings toward a sale.
ongst those artist, was Elizabeth who, while sympathetic, did not agree
'th its plan of action:

I regret that the exhibition for the Victorian Academy has not been successful
either in the sale of pictures or in deji·aying exj;enses - bu! trust that with time
a little more encouragement will be given to art and artists. A sale of jJiclures
to raise rnoney is I think rather derogatory
as they will evidently realise
a mere trifle - I therefore pre/er to subscribe £I and tender my thanhs to the
Council for all their trouble and anxiety. 1'1

They are all views a/English srenery, treated in a manner whidt indicates
This is a well-phrased, succinct letter that reflects the forthright attitude
a considerable acquaintance and .sympathy with nature ... all have a channin
ji·eshness and simj;le uncmwentional air o/ truth, and they are evidently chos. ·th which Elizabeth approached the 'varied changes+ anxieties+ troubles
her life.'"0 She had not allowed migration to a new country distract her from
by one who has a fine feelingjbr thp jJicturesque. The work is very solid and
freejirr a lady's hand, . . . on the whole her Jnwluctions do her very great credit. r ambitions. Furthermore, when the family again faced financial insecurity,
e was able to intensify her efforts to earn additional income through her art.
She deserves to lake rank amongst the best o/ our amateurs, and she certainly
excels some of those who call themselves professionals."'
Such praise augured well for Elizabeth's future. Moreover� it came at an
opportune time. The newly-formed Victorian Academy of Art- founded with
the aim of supporting and promoting the growing number of colonial artists
as well as fostering friendly competition - was in the midst of organising its
inaugural exhibition. This was an ideal forum for Elizabeth to display her work.
Opened in November 1870, the Academy's exhibition included some 230
works ·with an equal representation of oil paintings and watercolours.
The quality of the works was variable, with entries by leading artist� including
Louis Buvelot and Eugene von Guerard hung beside those of amateurs. While
applauding the Academy's initiative,James Smith scathingly noted that the
exhibition 'demonstrates the existence of a good deal of crude- some of it
extremely crude- ability, and points to the necessity for the establishment of ar
institution of this kind, both for the purpose of instruction and of competition.'
His assessment of Elizabeth Parsons' contribution was, however, full of praise:
q

he start of a new career
roughout 1871, Elizabeth continued to develop her netvmrk of contact,
1 Melbourne's art world. There was little immediate need to do more. Shortly
ter his arrival in the city George Parsons had approached former fellow student
nd prospector, Alfred Smith, now of the architectural firm of Smith & Watt,,
r ad'?ce on employment prospects. Smith was able to provide an introduction
engmee1� Thomas Tozer, of fue Atlas Company of Engineers. 11 Ready to leave
1e Atlas "-'C>mpany, Tozer joined George in partnership to form Parsons & Tozer;
onfounders and engineers, operating from the Vulcan Foundry at 59 A'Beckett
treet, lvielbourne. The business union was not a successful one and after
year fue partnership was dissolved, with Tozer continuing to nm the Vulcan
oundry on his own.
�l_1is l:ft t�1e family with an uncertain future. George was able to find a
0s1t10n sellmg books on commission,' but it was neither a long term nor
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\\Then George lost his position and the family was obliged to leave the
manager's cottage, they moved to lodgings at ClaphamJunction in London.
It was here that George and Elizabeth decided to emigrate to Australia, a land
that seemed to offer greater prospects. Both had some knowledge of Australia.
Elizabeth's brother, Alfred, had apparently spent some time there, while George
was one of a party of five, including his brother Henry, that sailed to Sydney
in 1852, drawn by the prospect of gold. They met with modest success at the
goldfields of Turon, Bathurst, Ophir and Adelong but returned to England
about a year due to Henry's ill health.;'
In spite of this familiarity, the idea of leaving London would not have been
an easy one for Elizabeth who was just beginning to make her presence felt in
London art world. Equally, if not more importantly, it also meant leaving a wide
circle of family and friends and the security and support they offered.
With excitement for some and trepidation for others, the Parsons family
boarded the luxurious steamer, SS Creal Britain, as second class passengers
and, together with 773 other souls, left Liverpool on 19 March 1870. While
the journey itself was a fairly uneventful one, it proved largely unpleasant for
Elizabeth who not only had to contend with bouts of seasickness but also with
morning sickness, as she was now pregnant with Henry. The ship, able to travel
under sail or, in windless conditions, by its steam-powered engine, made good
time, arriving at Sandridge on 20 May 1870. The Parsons and their luggage wer
rowed ashore and, vvith no relatives or friends to greet them, a two-wheeled cab
was hired to take them into Melbourne. For the next few days they stayed at the
Post Office Hotel, then leased a furnished house in Nicholson Street in Carlton
before moving to nearby Grattan Place, Keppel Street, Carlton.
art
The
Elizabeth came to Australia with the intention of resuming her career as an arti
Within a month, and even before the family had time to properly settle down,
Elizabeth had approached Fowl's Fine Art Gallery in Queen Street with a portfol
of her drawings and watercolours and had invited the city's most influential art
critic,James Smith, to view the works. As had been the case with Peter Graham,
this was a bold and astute move. Smith was impressed and the first review
of Elizabeth's work in Australia was largely favourable:

In the water-colour department there are no better landscapes than those painted
by 1W1s Parsons. This lady . . . has made the beautiji,d scenery of Devonshire her
especial study, and the fidelity with which she portrays its leafy woods, its green
valleys, its quaint old collages and watercmills and the so/t haze and tender
blue of its summer skies, will be immediately rrcogniserl by peoj;le who know
anything of the Tamar or the Tay. In her treatment o/foliage Mrs Parsons
is particularly ski!jul. There is definition o/form and characte1; and at the
same time plenty of breadth and freedom. Nfrs Parsons has four wate r -colour
drawings in the exhibition, any one of which may be cited as a good example
for students in this branch of art.'"
There was, in fact, only one watercolour of Devon in the exhibition.
here were another four paintings that depicted views of Loch Lomond
Scotland and St Mawgan in Cornwall. Smith's sentiments, however, applied
) them all. These works were not simply technically accomplished: their
rniliar subjects also had a strong nostalgic appeal to an audience that still
egarded Britain as home.
The exhibition was not a financial success. It may have attracted public
ttention, but few were prepared to purchase the works on display. Melbourne
as young, little more fuan 35 y ears old. It still retained the materialistic culture
at had ensured its survival during the early y ears of settlement and saw
emerge as the colony's pre-eminent city following the 1850s gold rush.
'hose who were prepared to decorate tl1eir homes with paintings and print,
referred European and British art, which was deemed to be superior
the colonial product.
Faced with such obstacles, the exhibition ran at a loss and the Victorian
cademy of Art approached its artists to donate paintings toward a sale.
ongst those artist, was Elizabeth who, while sympathetic, did not agree
'th its plan of action:

I regret that the exhibition for the Victorian Academy has not been successful
either in the sale of pictures or in deji·aying exj;enses - bu! trust that with time
a little more encouragement will be given to art and artists. A sale of jJiclures
to raise rnoney is I think rather derogatory
as they will evidently realise
a mere trifle - I therefore pre/er to subscribe £I and tender my thanhs to the
Council for all their trouble and anxiety. 1'1

They are all views a/English srenery, treated in a manner whidt indicates
This is a well-phrased, succinct letter that reflects the forthright attitude
a considerable acquaintance and .sympathy with nature ... all have a channin
ji·eshness and simj;le uncmwentional air o/ truth, and they are evidently chos. ·th which Elizabeth approached the 'varied changes+ anxieties+ troubles
her life.'"0 She had not allowed migration to a new country distract her from
by one who has a fine feelingjbr thp jJicturesque. The work is very solid and
freejirr a lady's hand, . . . on the whole her Jnwluctions do her very great credit. r ambitions. Furthermore, when the family again faced financial insecurity,
e was able to intensify her efforts to earn additional income through her art.
She deserves to lake rank amongst the best o/ our amateurs, and she certainly
excels some of those who call themselves professionals."'
Such praise augured well for Elizabeth's future. Moreover� it came at an
opportune time. The newly-formed Victorian Academy of Art- founded with
the aim of supporting and promoting the growing number of colonial artists
as well as fostering friendly competition - was in the midst of organising its
inaugural exhibition. This was an ideal forum for Elizabeth to display her work.
Opened in November 1870, the Academy's exhibition included some 230
works ·with an equal representation of oil paintings and watercolours.
The quality of the works was variable, with entries by leading artist� including
Louis Buvelot and Eugene von Guerard hung beside those of amateurs. While
applauding the Academy's initiative,James Smith scathingly noted that the
exhibition 'demonstrates the existence of a good deal of crude- some of it
extremely crude- ability, and points to the necessity for the establishment of ar
institution of this kind, both for the purpose of instruction and of competition.'
His assessment of Elizabeth Parsons' contribution was, however, full of praise:
q

he start of a new career
roughout 1871, Elizabeth continued to develop her netvmrk of contact,
1 Melbourne's art world. There was little immediate need to do more. Shortly
ter his arrival in the city George Parsons had approached former fellow student
nd prospector, Alfred Smith, now of the architectural firm of Smith & Watt,,
r ad'?ce on employment prospects. Smith was able to provide an introduction
engmee1� Thomas Tozer, of fue Atlas Company of Engineers. 11 Ready to leave
1e Atlas "-'C>mpany, Tozer joined George in partnership to form Parsons & Tozer;
onfounders and engineers, operating from the Vulcan Foundry at 59 A'Beckett
treet, lvielbourne. The business union was not a successful one and after
year fue partnership was dissolved, with Tozer continuing to nm the Vulcan
oundry on his own.
�l_1is l:ft t�1e family with an uncertain future. George was able to find a
0s1t10n sellmg books on commission,' but it was neither a long term nor
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peninsulas. Some trips extended as far as Sydney and, with readily accessible
sea transport, to Tasmania and New Zealand.
The year 1872 also saw the birth of the Parsons' next son, Warren.
With the addition of another child, together with the pupils that Elizabeth
tutored and the presence of George who was able to work more flexible hours,
the house had become too small and crowded. By 1873 Elizabeth had found
premises off Flinders Lane and opened her own studio. As well as painting and
teaching there, the central location enabled her to socialise more readily with
other artists as well as existing and potential patrons who worked in the city.
This was an invaluable opportunity to promote herself and her work and was
one that reaped great benefits by the end of the following year. Unfortunately,
Elizabeth had to relinquish the studio when George's work for Henry Miller
began to take him away from home. In 1874 Elizabeth was again working from
Stephen Street but by October the family was able to move into larger premises
in Neptune Street in the fashionable suburb of St Kilda.
Elizabeth sent eight pictures to the 1874 Victorian Academy of Art exhibition
from this address, with four depicting scenes in Hambledon, Surrey and Clovelly
in Devon. The previous year she had sent five landscapes comprising views of
Woodend, Mt Macedon and Corio Bay, Geelong. The number of British subjects
in the 1874 exhibition suggests that the Victorian landscapes did not sell as well
as hoped. One work was purchased, although whether it was a British or Australiar
subject is not clear.''

lucrative proposition. It was therefore imperative that an additional source
of income was obtained. Elizabeth turned to teaching and, by 1872, was providing
art lessons from the family's new home at 27 Stephen Street in South Melbourne.
George was able to gain more steady employment in the following year.
An introduction from Alfred Smith to financier and politician, Henry 'Money'
Miller, saw him appointed as inspector and auditor over the Seymour to Avenal
section of the North Eastern Line railway contract in January 1873. He appears
to have worked in this capacity for some time on this and other lines, including
the Gippsland Railway around 1878.
In spite of more regular income, Elizabeth continued to teach as well
as exhibit her work. She showed with the Victmian Academy of Art's second
exhibition in 1872, contributing ten paintings. The m~ority were again views
in Scotland and Cornwall as well as Surrey, subjects that she knew would appeal
and therefore be likely to sell. There were also three local views: On the Yarra,
Near Melbourne and Carlton Gardens, Melbourne.
These were amongst her first attempts at depicting the Australian landscape.
Both Carlton Gardens, Melbourne, properly titled Carlton Gardens in r87r
[CAT. NO. g; FIG. 8], and another painting from the same year, Melbourne
University [FIG. g] are the result of Elizabeth's travels in and around Melbourne,
painting equipment in hand. Each has an open composition with great expanses
of empty foreground and sky. In the middle distance buildings are surrounded
by trees. In Carlton Gardens this comprises mainly residential buildings in the
centre, with more substantial structures to the right. In Melbourne University
the large Gotllic-style University building can be seen on the left and the National
Museum on tlle right. 43 Both introduced and native tree species are depicted:
easily recognisable are tlle gum trees to the far right, reflecting Elizabeth's ability
to quickly identify and capture the essential characteristics of these Australian
plants. The deep foreground of Carlton Gardens is slightly relieved by the inclusion
of people leisurely strolling through or resting in groups in the still rather bare
gardens. Greater activity is seen in Melbourne University where a contingency
of soldiers, probably from a volunteer corps such as the Carlton Rifle Company,
parade before a scattering of interested spectators.
The panoramic aspects of these two pictures reflect the park-like nature
of the landscapes. Yet they also reveal a sense of disconnectedness between the
artist and the subject. There are no framing devices to contain the compositional
elements and provide the sense of intimacy that is embodied in her English views
and most of her later Australian paintings. In spite of the alacrity with which she
had immersed herself in Melbourne society, Elizabeth was still a newcomer to the
country who had yet to assimilate the various features of her new surroundings.
Only when these became more familiar could she confidently focus on specific
aspects and translate these into intimate, more accessible images such as the
sun-dappled A country lane, Woodend c.1875 [CAT. NO. ll; FIG. 10].
Elizabeth sent another three Victorian scenes to the 1872 Melbourne
International Exhibition, including View at Schnapper Point, View at Geelong
and The wreck of the Sussex. The Parsons family evidently had the resources
to venture on a holiday to Geelong over the 1871-72 summer period and
were caught up in the excitement of the New Year's eve grounding of the
Sussex just 200 metres off the beach near Barwon Heads Bluff.
This was the first of several family holidays in towns and resorts around
Victoria, providing Elizabeth with new material for her paintings. As with many
other Melbournians, Elizabeth and her family were eager to escape the stifling
atmosphere of the city during the long, hot summers. This was made easier with
growing improvements to rail, road and sea transport, which opened up many
new areas. The family spent many summers in Berwick, where they had either
le~e~ or bought a small holiday house. From here Elizabeth could make sketching
tnps mto the surrounding district. She also travelled further afield, and later
works show her painting in popular tourist destinations in Melbourne's outer
suburbs and inland country towns as well as on the Bellerine and Mornington
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The Victorian Academy of Art
By now, Elizabeth's standing in the art community was rapidly increasing.
' Indeed, such was her influence that she was nominated and elected, in spite
of opposition, onto the Victorian Academy of Art council on yd December 1874.
Though voicing the restricted sentiment of the day, some of the sitting members
strongly resented the intrusion of a female into their enclaves ... These found,
however, that they had an advance representative of the Australian new woman
to deal with, and the interloper was not long in consolidating her position
and making her influence felt in the raising of the standard in local art. 45
Elizabeth had earned the distinction of being the first woman on a council
of seventeen members. This position not only reflected the high personal regard
in which she was held but, more importantly, it also acknowledged her status
as a professional artist. Although the Victorian Academy of Art exhibitions drew
criticism for the large number of works by amateur artists that were included,
the council members themselves were well-respected artists, with Chester Earles
(1821-1904) as president and Francis B. Gibbes (1815-1904) as secretary.'6
In joining them, Elizabeth had finally realised her ambition of establishing
an artistic career.
Strictly speaking, Elizabeth was not the first woman in Victoria to practise as an
artist in a professional capacity. Julie Vieusseux - whose circumstances uncannily
paralleled those ofElizabeth - had arrived in Melbourne in 1852. With the
support of her Swiss-born architect husband, Vieusseux advertised her services as
a portraitist to earn additional income when her husband's career failed to prosper:

Mrs Vieusseux has the honour to announce that she follows her profession
as PORTRAIT PAINTER and in soliciting the patronage of all lovers
of the Fine Arts she respectfully invites them to visit her studio, where several
beautiful Oil Paintings, also specimens of her Likenesses, may be viewed. 47
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As well as exhibiting with the Victorian Industrial Society in the 185os and
the Intercolonial Exhibition in 1866,Julie Vieusseux established the Vieusseux's
Ladies College in 1857 where the daughters of many of Melbourne's leading
families were sent. There were other talented women artists who established
art schools. Jane Wilkinson ran the Academy of Drawing and Painting in Collins
Street from 1859. Wilkinson's name appears consistently with Elizabetl1 Parsons
in the artist's section of the Sands & McDougall trade directories. They were
joined briefly in 1872 and 1873 by the Misses Barlow and Corbett and Madame
von Reiche. From 1875 until 1884 Elizabeth and Jane Wilkinson were the only
women listed among a growing number of male artists, reflecting the male
domination of Melbourne's art society.
This is not to say that no other women artists were earning an income through
their art. Emma Minnie Boyd (1858 - 1936), Louisa Anne Meredith (1812- 95),
Isabella Rielly (c.1855 - 96) and Ellis Rowan (1848 - 1922) are amongst those
who were selling their paintings and taking commissions. It is not known whether
Jane Wilkinson was doing the same. That she exhibited just one picture in only two
Academy of Art exhibitions, those of 1874 and 1875, and three works that were
copies after old masters in the Melbourne Ladies' Benevolent Society Exhibition
of Art Treasures of Victoria, suggests that she worked primarily within her
capacity as a teacher.
The majority of women artists painted subjects that were deemed suitable for
their gender: flower-painting and miniatures. However exquisite their paintings
and however highly skilled and competent they were at making them, such su~ect
matter carried the stigma of being inferior and within the realm of the amateur.
Historical, allegorical and religious figure painting was seen as the pre-eminent
subject for paintings and considered beyond the capability of women artists.
The efforts of those who attempted to paint them were not taken seriously.
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The women who painted landscapes were subject to close critical scrutiny.
Only Elizabeth's impeccable training predisposed her critics to look favourably
upon her work. Yet even here a degree of discrimination could occasionally
e observed. One Sydney reviewer, who considered Elizabeth's contributions
0 the 1874 Sydney Art Society Exhibition as 'successful' and 'cleverly painted,'
elt compelled to add: 'In landscape the lady painters are not on a level with
orne of the male members; but the works of Mrs George Parsons are quite
qual to the average.' 48
When Elizabeth began to 'tackle the professional domain of the male
rtist- large landscapes in oil' 49 the response was swift and harsh. An oil
ainting included in the 1875 Victorian Academy of Art exhibition- her first
ear as council member- elicited James Smith's comment that 'Mrs George
arsons, we are sorry to observe, is relinquishing water colour drawing, in which
he excelled, for oil painting, in which her experiments are disappointing to
thers and ought to be discouraging to herself.''" His sentiment was later echoed
y Sydney's art critic who expressed a 'preference for her water colour pictures.'' '
As a medium that demanded slower, more considered application than
atercolour, oil painting inevitably resulted in a change in style and technique .
y its very nature, the quick-drying watercolour paints were applied rapidly and
ecisively, with little room for correction. Oil paints dried more slowly and often
equired a gradual build up if layers of colour were to be applied. The spontaneity
f the watercolour was naturally lost, as seen in Elizabeth's paintings of The first
t Kilda Jetty and Kenny's Bathing Ship c.1875 [CAT. NO. 10; FIG. 11] and Wilson
lane, Berwick c.1876 [CAT. NO. 12; FIG. 12]. Elizabeth used a restricted tonal
alette of blues, greens and browns for her painting of the St Kilda jetty, which
as constructed in 1858 and turned into a resort area with the conversion of
e wreck of Captain Kenny's ship, Nancy, into a bathing ship. The careful use
of broad brush strokes gives the painting a restrained, somewhat heavy-handed
appearance. This is one of her earliest attempts at oil painting, and is reminiscent
of some of R.R. Reinagle's paintings.
With the slightly later and more experimental, Wilson lane, Berwickthat of the back of the family's holiday home -Elizabeth lightened her palette
nd paint application This is a more intimate painting, seemingly not intended
tfor public display, Elizabeth used shorter, more textured and impressionistic
strokes in an attempt to create the play of light and shade in the composition.
Elizabeth's watercolours achieved this more assuredly and successfully, a fact that
the critics had rightly noted. That the oil paintings deserved the strafing given
them by James Smith is questionable. Unfortunately, few are known to have
survived and a more considered overview of Elizabeth's efforts in oil is therefore
not possible at this time.52
The negative criticism did not deter Elizabeth from painting more oils
and she continued to send them, together with her watercolours, to numerous
xhibitions during the 187os. These included the annual Victorian Academy
f Art exhibitions, the 1875 Victorian Intercolonial Exhibition, the Philadelphia
ntemational Exhibition and the Colonial and Indian Exhibition in 1876, as well
s the exhibitions of the New South Wales Academy of Art from its inception in
1877. Most of these works were sent under the auspices of the Victmian Academy
f Art, which forwarded a representative selection of its members ' works to the
xhibitions. Elizabeth was often the only female member to be included, reflecting
e respect with which the artist and her works were considered.
Furthermore, Elizabeth's paintings in these exhibitions, notably
er watercolours, elicited high praise. Her contribution to the Victmian
Intercolonial Exhibition was noted in the official catalogue:
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Mrs George Parsons is a watercolourist of no mean merit. This lady possesses
a boldness and dash of treatment, and it is quite refreshing to see the effects
she brings out with her broad washes after the insignificant stippeling [sic]
employed by the majority of artists. 53
21

Reviewing the New South Wales Academy of Art's inaugural exhibition ,
the Sydney Mail 's art critic deemed Elizabeth 's watercolours to be, next to John
Gully's Bush Gully, the best in that medium, noting that they showed 'the hand
and the work of an artist. There is abundance of freedom and great power.
Colour has been floated freely, but laid on with that decision and firmness
which characterises careful work.' 54
Elizabeth remained a member of the Victorian Academy of Art council from
1875 to 1876, during which time she gave birth to two sons: Noel in January 187!
and Jonathon in August 1876. With George also increasingly absent for extende
periods during these years, Elizabeth's family responsibilities became more
insistent and time-consuming. This affected the level of her commitment to the
council and, whether of her own volition or as the result of an election meeting,
she was no longer a council member in 1877. It was not until 1900, when
the Academy had become the Victorian Artists Society, that the next woman,
Jane Sutherland, was elected to council.

Selection for the Art Union of Victoria
In spite of the short two-year period on the council, Elizabeth's prestige within
the art world grew. Without the commitment of council work and meetings,
she was able to direct her attention to other avenues of art exposure. One of the
more select methods was through the Art Union of Victoria.
The Art Union of Victoria was established in 1872- the same year as
the Victorian Academy of Art with which it had close ties- for the purpose
of 'promoting a love of the Fine Arts in Australasian Colonies, for the purchase
of meritorious Pictures, for the wide dissemination thereof, and generally for
the Improvement of Art Culture.' 56 The Art Union committee would purchase
paintings from artists that would then be made available in a lottery. An annual
membership fee entitled an Art Union subscriber to a chance of winning a prize
in the lottery drawn at the Union's yearly meeting. The first drawn had first choic
and tickets were drawn until the last picture was selected. All subscribers received
a print of a painting carefully selected by the committee from those on offer. 57
Elizabeth had two works in the 1879 Art Union: an oil painting, In the
Harkaway Ranges, and a watercolour, Omnium Gatheram, both having been
exhibited in the Victorian Academy of Art exhibition of that year. The paintings
were won by Tasmanian subscribers, Mrs R. Crosy and the Ven. Archdeacon
Davies and were sent via the Tamar to Hobart's]. Walch and Sons, importers,
for collection. They were apparently held on display there and were noticed
by the Hobart Mercury. The Mercury's reporter showed little reservation on the
merits of the oil painting, pronouncing it to be 'a most artistic reproduction
of a magnificent scene, the perspective and lighting of which are most admirable.
Similarly, the still life with fruit, Omnium Gatherum, was deemed a 'water-colour
sketch of great excellence ... Nature and art have been imitated in an exceeding!
truthful style, and the effect of the weather upon the crowns of the pine apple
and some of the other fruit have been portrayed with great distinctness.' 58
Elizabeth was the only woman among nine artists whose works were selected
in the 1881 Art Union ofVictoria, including Louis Buvelot, Henry Johnstone
and John Mather. Unlike her previous offerings, the two watercolours in this
lottery, Swan Bay, Queenscliff and On the Mitchell River, had not been exhibited
in the Victorian Academy of Art's exhibition; they were presumably presented
by Elizabeth to the committee for consideration. These went to L.Q. de Soyres
of Carnal and G.H.W. Grano of Ararat respectively.
Inclusion in the Art Union of Victoria had resulted in greater exposure
of Elizabeth's art. With the wide dispersal of these few paintings, Elizabeth's
,
name became even more familiar to communities outside the Melboume area.
Elizabeth's greatest triumph, however, had taken place the previous year when
she h ad been selected for the Art Union's publication, Orara.
•

I
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Henry Kend all's Orara
As has been noted, the committee usually chose to reproduce, as the annual
subscriber print, the work of one artist. For its 188o production, however, it had
a more ambitious project in mind: 'a series of wood engravings to illustrate an
Australian poem, and to be published in book form.' 59 It was decided that The
Glen of Arawata, by leading poet, Henry Kendall (1839-82), would be the most
appropriate. Kendall was asked to make some changes to the work that would
5facilitate translation into illustrative form. '"' While Kendall added another stanza,
~<he left the remainder of the poem untouched, and eschewed the provision of
the 'happy ending' the committee sought. With the alterations, the poem was
· named Glen of Orara. By the time of publication, it had become Orarai· not to be confused with another poem by Kendall of that name.
The committee commissioned Louis Buvelot,John Gully, Julian Ashton and
William Ford to provide designs. It also announced a competition for other artists
to send in drawings for the thirteen engravings that were to illustrate specified
passages in the poem. Louis Buvelot elected not to participate. The competition
resulted in the selection of eight other artists' works, including Elizabeth Parsons'
tranquil, rural image of peasants resting in a field dotted with haystacks [FIG. 13]
that was to accompany the verse:

e

But while the English autumn filled her lap
With faded gold, and while the reapers cooled
Their flame-red faces in the clover grass,
They looked for him at home ... 6 1
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Again, as the only woman represented in a field of men,62 Elizabeth's
inclusion confirmed the regard with which her work was held. Her success in
the competition earned her £5.5 and the opportunity to participate in a highlyeacclaimed publication. A First Class Order of Merit in the 188o Melbourne
ointernational Exhibition was awarded to Orara but then rescinded, as the book
dhad arrived after the designated receiving date. To the hundreds of subscribers
who received a copy of the publication, however, Elizabeth's name - or 'Eliza'
as she was referred to in Orara 's index- would become quite familiar.
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Teaching and the Australian landscape drawing books
The publication of Orara marked· the end of a decade in which Elizabeth
successfully combined family and work life to forge a place for herself
in Melbourne's art world. In the 188os she consolidated that position.
Although little is known of h er activities as an art teacher, or of the students i
she taught, Elizabeth was now a popular choice as teacher, particularly amongst <
young women who, through h er example, aspired to a career in art. Such was f
the interest taken in her classes tl1at Elizabetl1, now more familiar with the process
of producing illustrated books fo llowing her involvement witl1 Orara, decided
to publish her own drawing books.
In so doing, Elizabeth was following in the footsteps of many of Britain's
leading drawing masters, including J.D. Harding, John Ruskin and William
Pyne. Unlike their publications, however, Elizabetl1 was not providing step-bystep instructions and philosophical discursions on art and the function of art.
The drawing books she had in mind were illustrative aids for iliose interested
in or taking up the art of landscape drawing and painting.
Elizabetl1 planned a series of three books titled Drawing book of Australian
landscape, each looking at the different elements used to construct a successful
picturesque image. The first in the series, Buildings, &c [CAT. NO. s6; FIG.l4},
was printed in 1882 and contained eight lithographs based on sketches made
in Berwick [FI G. 15], Lilydale, Maffra, Sandridge and Wood end. The buildings
included cottages, dilapidated sheds, a building on a pier and ilie All Saints be~ <
built into a tree trunk. The second book, Trees [CAT. NO. 57], was printed in 1883 1
and contained seven lithographs of a variety of trees, including gums, wattles, ti tret
and peppermint trees. No trace has been found of ilie third book, Landscapes.63 l
The publication of the two drawing books, retailing at one shilling sixpence, 1
show iliat Elizabetl1 approached her role as art teacher in as professional a
manner as she did her own art work. If her art lecture to the Australian Church
Ladies' Reading Club around 18go is any indication, her lessons were thorough i
and well-structured, closely examining all aspects of form and colour. As her
teachers had taught her, every small detail needed to be learned and understoO< 1
in order to construct a landscape, and only ilien could the artist hope to capture
its essential nature:

The rules of art are f ew and simple, but Nature is subtle and so infinitely
various, and her effects so beyond the power of memory, that the artist should
have constant recourse to the ever-changing beauties. 64
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The optimism of the eighties
.
The 188os was the decade of the Melbourne land boom; property prices soared,
the economy grew and an air of optimism pervaded the city. This was reflected
in the Parsons household. By 188o the family had moved to their new home
in Charnwood Road in St Kilda, which they named St Ruan after the Cornish
district where they had lived in 1869. George was home more often and
following a new career path that would see him become a successful architect.
~
Sadly, Elizabeth's last child was stillborn in August of that year. The other
Parsons children, however, were getting older, with George and Cecil now young
adults. Indeed, Cecil was to head out to South Gippsland around this time as one
of its first settlers. The construction of the Gippsland Railway from Oakleigh to
Sale, with which his father was associated, opened up the possibility of settlement
in Gippsland, one that the enterprising Cecil was ready to explore. The Parsons
family had travelled with George to Gippsland in 1878 and 1879 while the railway
works were still in progress, as evidenced by Elizabeth's sketches of the area
in those years. They returned again in 1881 and 1882 when Elizabeth did some
more drawing and painting. It was during one of these visits that Elizabeth
painted the tranquil waters of the North arm, Gippsland Lahes [CAT. NO. 15; FIG. 16]
During the 8os Elizabeth continued to paint prolifically and contribute
to a variety of exhibitions. She was still sending paintings to the annual Victorian
Academy of Art exhibitions. From at least 1882, these included a black and white
J component, initiated in response to the increasing popularity of the print
3medium as well as more traditional pencil and wash drawings. Elizabeth had two
f works in the 1882 show, including the highly finished wash drawing, A deserted
gully, Spring Creeh, near Daylesford [CAT. NO. 23; FIG. 17]. This ambitious landscape
perfectly demonstrates Elizabeth's exquisite control in the representation of light
and shade within the landscape. Layers of wash from dark to light were built up,
finished with dashes of white highlight to give the impression of light streaming
into the valley. The composition is tightly structured, with a controlled use
of diagonals and curves to draw the eye into the middle distance. It is a highly
oaccomplished work that evidently proved popular, as Elizabeth painted another
eversion in watercolour [CAT. NO. 34] . It was common practice and made
commercial sense for artists to make copies of images that appealed to the
public. Otl1er known paintings that Elizabeth copied included The Thames
at Isleworth, At Harnbledon, Surrey and St Mawgan, Cornwall.
As well as the Victorian Academy of Art exhibitions, Elizabeth exhibited in the
188o Melbourne International Exhibition and with the Sydney Art Society from
its inaugural exhibition in that same year.
In the 1884 Sydney Art Society exhibition Elizabetl1 included several paintings
of New Zealand scenery following a visit with her daughter Adeline to her uncle,
George Warren, in Port Chalmers. 65 One of these, Stormy weather around Mount
Alfred, Lahe Wahatipu, New Zealand- probably the watercolour, Mount Alfred,
Head of Lahe Wakatipu, New Zealand [CAT. NO. 33; FIG. 18] included in the
present exhibition- was acknowledged as being 'appropriately sombre in its
colouring and admirably drawn' by the Sydney Morning Herald. ',; This and other
paintings of the mountainous districts in New Zealand, such as Mitre Peak
[CAT. NO. 32] and the North East Valley, Dunedin, by evening star [CAT. NO. 30;
F1G. 19], have a sublime quality that reflects the awe with which Elizabeth gazed
at these magnificent landscapes. Like her earlier paintings in Melbourne of the
Carlton Gardens and Melbourne University, the scenery was quite unfamiliar.
Attention was placed more on capturing the general view rather than focusing
on o~e particular corner to give it an intimate, picturesque quality.
Elizabeth's work was also included in the Victorian Jubilee Exhibition of 1884
and the 1885 Bendigo Juvenile Exhibition in which she won a First Award in the
''Watercolour Landscape' section. Under the auspices of the Victorian Academy
of Art ten works by Elizabeth were sent to the 1886 Colonial and Indian Exhibition.
Eli~beth was probably one of several artists who had previously opened their
studios to the public for 'the inspection of paintings intended to be forwarded
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home to the Indian and Colonial Exhibition' and may also have had some of
these works in an earlier display at the Exhibition Buildings dming the previou
year. 67 Elizabeth's works were well received in London. Respected art critic,
R.A.M. Stevenson (1847-1900) identified her paintings in his review of the
exhibition for the Magazine of Art. Her oil painting of Red Bluff [St Kilda]
was one of three Australian paintings from the exhibition reproduced in the
Magazine. Stevenson noted that it was 'another work inspired by study of good
schools. It is composed and arranged with taste and method, and the colour is
laid on in good broad washes.' 68 He also observed that Elizabeth's paintings, as
well as those ofJohn Ford Paterson and John Mather, represented 'the modem
French departure, which has introduced a broad and atmospheric treatment
of nature into the art of almost every country in the world.' 69

The new generation of artists and Australian impressionism
R.A.M. Stevenson was referring to the growing influence that Barbizon painters,
such as Jean Millet and Jules Bastien-Lepage, were having on the art of a new
generation of artists yearning to break away from the stylistic conventions of the
past. By the 188os artists' colonies were appearing not only in Brittany but also
in St lves and Newlyn in Cornwall, England and in Glasgow in Scotland.
Melbourne, too, saw the formation of artists' camps, the most notable being
tl1ose initiated by Tom Roberts, Arthur Streeton, Charles Conder and Frederick
McCubbin at Box Hill and at Heidelberg. Here, and in coastal locations such
as Mentone and Beaumauris, these artists and their followers spent hours
painting in the open air, exploring new techniques and effects to capture the
light and atmosphere of the Australian bush and sea.
Yet it was not only from France that they drew their inspiration. American
impressionist, J.M. Whistle r, was another influence, as was leading Melbourne
artist Louis Buvelot (1814-88), whose broadly-painted , familiar, intimate
1
landscapes appeared in strong contrast to tlw minute, detailed panoramic
works by artists such as Eugene von Guerard. Such was the impact that Buvelot's :
paintings and his teachings had on the members of the Heidelberg School that ;
he was later acknowledged by them as the father of landscape painting.
There were, howeve 1~ other artists, including Elizabeth, who travelled
to picturesque sites and rendered their works with a sense of intimacy prized
by the emerging artists. From the Parsons' Berwick home popular locations sud~
as Harkaway and Koo-wee-rup were easily accessed. She had visited Heidelberg,
Woodend, Mt Macedon and other rural areas since the 187os, painting and
sketching landscapes that reflected her training and long-held interest in capturin~·
the various qualities of light seen under cloudy skies, on clear, sun-lit days or
during the twilight hours. Elizabeth was already noted for her broad, impressionistil
brush-strokes, a technique that the new generation of artists d eveloped and mad
their own . Indeed, in the 1881 Art Society of New South Wales Exhibition, her I
Sketch at Lorne was referred to as 'a rough blot- a blot which is very telling whe:
it is looked at from a little distance.' 70 H er painting of North arm, Gippsland Lakes
[CAT. NO. 15; FIG. 16] also has a gentle, lyrical quality in its stillness tl1at anticipatfl
the poetic tendency of Melbourne landscape painting.71 While Buvelot may have:•
been the most prominent local influence on the 'new' Australian art, there were
other plein air artists such as Elizabeth Parsons whose works were as familiar
I
but who, working on a less grand scale, attracted less attention.
Although Elizabeth was acquainted with many of the Heidelberg artists socialP
or professionally, it is not known whether Elizabeth visited any of the artists'
camps. Nor is it known whether she had any direct influence on their art.
_
Elizabeth was, however, inspired by the work produced by the Heidelberg SchoO:
and this is reflected in a number of her paintings. Watercolours such as Yarra
River landscape c.1885 [CAT. NO. 36; FI G. 20] and Mentone Bay c. 18g6 [ CAT. NO. 1
53; FIG. 2 1] are more high-keyed and loosely painted than many of h er other 1
works. The long, low compositions of sketches such as Landscape with mountain '-

rangec.1891 [ CAT. NO. 49; FIG. 22 ] and Landscape with church 1891 [CAT. NO . 48]
Nere painted after the notoriOUS 9 X 5" exhibition held by artists including
:::onder, McCubbin, Roberts, and Streeton. Painted on small, wide surfaces
mch as cigar boxes, the intimate format of the works impressed Elizabeth,
Nho experimented with similar shapes.
Elizabeth also made some figurative paintings, including two watercolours
:lepicting a family picking hops at Myrtleford [ CAT. NOS. 24 & 25; FIGS. 23 & 24] .
Although Elizabeth had occasionally sketched figurative subjects, they were usually
nformal full-length portraits. The figures seen in most of her works, usually
Nomen and children, were small and distant; they added a touch of domesticity
fO the scene, but remained incidental. The figures in Hop picking at My-rtleford
1ave more presence and reflected the growing interest in d epicting people
itt work in the Australian landscape.
I Many of Elizabeth's more impressionistic works have an air of experimentation
1bout them. She did not radically depart from her own style, but was interested
:·n developing her skills and techniques to keep pace with the new directions
sn art as well as public taste, which grew to favour the paintings of the Australian
rmpressionists. Unlike many of her contemporaries, Elizabeth was able to adapt
: o the changing art scene.
This inevitably meant a drift away from the culture of art created by the
victorian Acad emy of Art. Elizabeth shared the concern of young artists
1t the preponderance of amateur art in the Academy's exhibitions, largely
t:o the d etriment of those who were looking at art as a serious, professional
Jursuit. In 1886, artists including Roberts, Streeton, Conder, John Mather and
'ohn Ford Paterson formed a new art society, the Australian Artists Association.
~Iizabeth became a founding member and contributed three watercolours
.o the Association's inaugural exhibition at Buxton's Gallery in September
1886. Interestingly, one was a view of the Thames while the other two were
victorian scenes: Red Bluff, St Kilda and Between sunshine and showers [Lilydale}.
\11 received favourable comment in the press.

FIG. 20

Yarra R iv er landscape
C. I88 5
watercolour
CAT.

N0.36

67.
Once a month, 1 March 1886, p .264

68.
R.A.M. Stevenson, "Art in Australia",

Magazine of ATt, London, 1886, P·399

6g.
ibid, P·399

70.
Sydney Morning H erald, 5 October 1881 ,
p.6, c.6

71.
Elizabeth Parsons, ATt, ofJ. cit. Elizabeth
regarded the 'capacity of SEEING the beauty
and the poetry in nature ' as being a valuable
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FIG. 21

Mentone Bay

c. 18g6
watercolour
CAT. N0.

53

FIG. 22

LandscajJe with
mountain range

C.1891
watercolour
CAT. N0.49

go

In his review of the exhibition, James Smith commented:

It is interesting to note the general leaning of our young artists and art
students towards the French methods of landscape painting; their avoidance
of too much definition of form, and their disposition to secure striking
effects by colour laid on in broad masses. 7'

72.
Australian Artists' Association, Minutes of 14
October 1886 quoted in Christine Downer
and Jennifer Phipps, Victorian vision: r834
onwards: Images and records from the National
Gallery of Victoria and the State L ibrary of
Victoria, National Gallery ofVictoda,

Melbourne, 1985, p-46

Elizabeth Parsons' paintings, whatever the subject, would not have looked
ut of place even if, as it would appear, she was one of the few older established
"tists exhibiting.
Elizabeth again exhibited with the Association as well as with the Academy
f Art the following year. While she may have been dismayed by the 'lamentable
73
1i!ures' of the Academy's exhibitions over recent years, there was still some
egree of loyalty and, while largely unsuccessful, the shows did provide some
vel of exposure for her work. In 1888 the Victorian Academy of Art and the
ustralian Artists Association merged to form the Victorian Artists Society.
Lizabeth exhibited three works with the Society in that year. As well as showing
mr watercolours in the Victorian Loans Gallery at the 1888- 8g Melbourne
entennial International Exhibition, she was represented by two watercolours
1 the Victorian Artists Gallery, a section reserved for members of the society.
lle continued to exhibit with the Society until 18g6, when she had just one
ork included, Near Ferntree Gully.
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76.
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he social clubs: the Buonarotti Club and Stray Leaves
Lizabeth's association with the breakaway artists' group demonstrated a desire
, keep in touch with new undercurrents in the Melbourne art scene. She
:hieved this not only through the formal art societies, but also through more
•cia! clubs such as the Buonarotti Club.
The Buonarotti Club was formed in 1883 by Cyrus Mason for those who
esired 'something more than mere dilettante amusement' from the arts and
ho were 'honestly anxious to succeed in their art.' 7" Its purpose was to

77Buonarotti Club,

op. cit. , 23 ] anuary 1886

advance and extend the appreciation of art in all its forms, and to give
men of artistic, musical, or literary tastes, the opportunity of meeting together
on the common ground of love of their work, and desire for its improvement
and perfection. Members meet once a fortnight, when specimens of sketching,
painting, engraving, and etching, are exhibited for comparison and suggestion,
good vocal and instrumental music is rendered; and essays, poems and critiques
m·e read, which are followed by keen discussion. 75

In spite of its serious aspirations, it was conceived as a social, semi-bohemian
lub that alternated its meetings between the Coffee Palace, where women could
tend , and different hotels, where the notorious 'Smoke Nights ' were held,
tended mainly by the men.
The majority of the club's members were 'young budding artists, mostly all
1thusiasm.' 76 After the first year of its inception, a growing number of women
,ined tl1e club, many either current or recently-graduated students from
1e National Gallery School, including Clara Southern and Jane Sutherland,
member of the Heidelberg School. Alexander Colquhoun,J ohn Mather,
)m Roberts, Tudor St George Tucker and Fred Williams were also amongst
lOSe who er~joyed the convivial atmosphere of the club.
Elizabetl1 joined the Buonarotti Club in 1886 at the same time as J. Llewelyn
ones, Aby Altson, Tom Roberts, Clara Southern, A.E. Oakley andJJ. Gibbes:
he Com mittee having reported favourably of the qualifications of Mrs Parsons
'tal] in the.Artistic Section they were (after being individually put to the
illot) unammously elected Members.' 77 Elizabeth attended her first meeting
February 1886, displaying a number of Tasmanian sketches. She continued
'show her work at meetings throughout 1886 and 1887.
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H op kiln
at Myrlleford

u883
watercolour
CAT. NO. 24

FIG. 24

Hop picking
at My,-lleford

u883
watercolo ur
CAT. NO. 25

Elizabeth found herself greatly stimulated by the social and intellectual
ltmosphere of the Buonarotti C.lub wh~re she was surrounded by youn~ artists
~ager to exchange ideas and ph1losoph1es about art. As a mature, established
1 rtist she was also greeted with a level of respect that must have been gratifying.
Disappointed at the demise of the Club toward the end of 1887, Elizabeth
;tarted her own artistic and literary society shortly afterwards. Aptly named
·stray Leaves', it was 'primarily designed to bring together and encourage
'78
.
y-oung people intereste d m art.
Active around 188g to 1892, Stray Leaves was a smaller, more intimate club
an the Buonarotti and was usually held at Elizabeth's home, first at St Ruan
nd then, from 18go, the family's new home, Sah-Luma at 249 Carlisle Street
n Balaclava. There is no clear identification of any of those who joined Stray
eaves. Contained in one of Elizabeth's sketchbooks are several small sketches
y some members of the group. Unfortunately, the artists only initialled their
ieces. It is, howeve1~ probable that two sketches signed 'CDR' and 'EMB' were
ade by Charles Douglas Richardson (1853-1932) and Emma Minnie Boyd,
ee a'Beckett (1858 -1936). Elizabeth was now known to many younger artists
nd there are indications that she was well acquainted with Minnie Boyd, whose
andscape paintings bear a stylistic similarity to those of Elizabeth. 79 The a'Beckett
ily lived at The Grange in Harkaway, and led an active cultural and artistic
xistence that attracted many visiting artists to their doors. The Parsons, who
ere themselves socially active, spent a great deal of time at their home in
eighbouring Berwick. Minnie Boyd had been exhibiting her work since 1875,
ften in company with Elizabeth and, by the mid 188os, was also regarded as one
£Victoria's pre-eminent artists. 80 It is likely that both had formed a friendship
nd Elizabeth may well have become something of a mentor to the younger artist.
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Retirement
Stray Leaves was formed at a time when Elizabeth had decided to retire from
professional practice. From 188g, she no longer appears in the trade directories.
:Elizabeth may have been prompted into retirement by signs that the Melbourne
land boom bubble was bursting. Land values were dropping rapidly following
a long boom in the previous decade, and many of the city's wealthiest men lost
thousands of pounds on their property investments. Banks were forced to close
customers hurried to withdraw their savings, justifiably concerned that their
ard-earned cash had been lost on property. Perhaps the Parsons' own move
the Balaclava home in 18go was prompted by the sudden decline in property
lues and the impact that the depressed economy had on George's work as
1 architect. In such a fearful atmosphere, there would have been little money
o spare on art lessons for the city's aspiring artists.
Once the decision to retire had been made, Elizabeth sought to dispose of the
ollection of works she had amassed over twenty years of painting and drawing.
ile she had previously opened her studio to allow the public to view works
ainted for special occasions, her 18go studio exhibition was more commercial
origin. She h ad hundreds of oils, watercolours and sketches, framed and
nframed, that were no longer part of an active portfolio. She invited the public
d media to view a selection of her work at Sah-Luma. Both the Age and the Sun
nt representatives to review the display. While mainly descriptive, their comments
cknowledged Elizabeth's skills: 'The catalogue comprises no fewer than go
orks, many of them fresh, sparkling sketches, characterised by the lightness
f touch and transparency of color that this medium demands.' 8 1 There were
ictures of England and New Zealand as well as locations throughout Australia,
e latter recognised as being 'eminently Australian in colour and form.' 82
. Despite the economic climate, Elizabeth may have achieved moderate success
th tlle sale of works through the exhibition. In 18g6, however, she made a more
concerted effort to again dispose of ninety pictures, some held over from the
18go sale. She held a brief preview at her home then forwarded them to the
33

FI G. 25

Fern Tree Gully
1896
watercolour
CAT. N0. 52

FIG. 26

Cloyne, St Kilda
1894
wate rcolow·
CAT. NO. SO
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auction house, Gemmell, Tuckett & Co. in C9Jlins Street, trusting that a more
centralised, formal establishment would ensure a greater number of sales.83 Again,
she was only moderately successful, and many works were returned to Elizabeth,
remaining in the hands of her descendants and re-appearing in posthumous
exhibitions and art auctions.
During this time, however, Elizabeth did continue to paint and exhibit,
although without the intensity of previous years. She contributed twelve oils and
watercolours to the 1894 New Melbourne Art Club. Most of the works, however,
were from h er existing collection and included pieces painted some two decades
previously, such as Melbourne Unive:rsity .in r87~ and fv!alvern ~n · r·876. She did
send a n ew painting to the 1896 V1ctonan Artists Sooety exhibitiOn - Near Fern
Tree Gully, a watercolour that may be the Fern Tree Gully included in this
exhibition [ CAT. NO. 52, FIG. 25].

83.
Argus, July 1896 clippings in Sketchbook II
84.
The H erald,

15

March

19 20

Epilogue
y the end of 1896, Elizabeth was beginning to show signs of a cancer-related
illness. M ter eight months of suffering with breast cancer, which had spread
to her vertebra, she died in her new home in Armadale on 28 May 1897,
t the age of 65.
Elizabeth left behind a large body of work that was handed down through
the family. T he paintings and drawings selected from family as well as public
collections are testament to the prodigious talent of this dedicated artist. Her
subject matter was extensive. The majority of it consisted of landscapes ranging
from coastal scenery to inland bush and from flat plains to mountainous regions.
Another favourite subject was that of buildings, and Elizabeth's works often
depicted abandoned sheds, bush farms, country churches and opulent mansions
- one of which was John Madden's substantial St Kilda residence, Cloyne 1894
[cAT. NO . so; FIG. 27] . Not as frequently tackled by Elizabeth were still life
paintings, figure paintings, interiors and portraiture. Her sketchbooks contain
sketches covering these subjects, but they were areas that Elizabeth preferred
to work in for her own interest and amusement.
Following Elizabeth's death and that of George in 1920, Elizabeth 's paintings
and drawings were not put away and forgotten. Instead, they were periodically
brought out into the public through a variety of exhibitions, largely through
the efforts of her daughter, Adeline. In March 1920 a retrospective exhibition,
complete with catalogue, was held at the Decoration Galleries at 289 Collins
Street, Melbourne. The Exhibition of historical water color drawings of early
Melbourne, etc b-y the late Elizabeth Parsons included 63 works that were for sale
and was held for a period of five days. It received good press coverage that
re-ignited interest in Elizabeth and her art:
Mrs. Parsons occupied a prominent place in Victorian Art during the seventies
and eighties and her work was accepted not merely as that of a talented
woman painter but as an equal of the leading professional Artists of her time
and environment. H er manner of using watercolour was direct and forceful,
f ree fro m trick or manipulation of any kind, and generally characterised
by a u niform sincerity of purpose .. . they form collectively or individually,
an impressive record of the great changes which have taken place in Melbourne
and its environs during the past forty years.84
In 1932, Alexander Colquhoun, art critic for the Age and a fellow member
of the Buonarotti Club, wrote on Elizabeth Parsons in his seties 'Australian
artists of the past.' Colquhoun showed enormous admiration for Elizabeth's
accomplishments at a time when 'The woman who then sought to make art her
vocation in life had many things to reckon with and overcome before attaining
even a moderate degree of success, and only one of these was a popular
conviction that her only credible sphere of action was in that shrine of early
35

FIG. 27

Chinaman's hut,
Daylesford
c.188o
watercolour
Collection:
Parsons fami ly
CAT. NO .

17

smugness- "the home."' 85 Colquhoun acknowledged Elizabeth's
in her art and teaching that extended not only to compositional
but also to the materials used:
One of her scrupulosities - which is worthy of imitation - was a rigid taboo
of all impermanent colors, however brilliant, and as a result pictures painted
by her party of fifty years ago still retain their freshness of yesterday, which
is a matter for consideration by young artists with a possible fifty years of life
still before them. 86
The interest generated by Colquhoun's article led to Elizabeth's inclusion
the Exhibition of oils and water-colours by leading Australian artists at the Sedon
Galleries in August 1933. The Herald reviewer, Blamire Young, was particularly
taken with Elizabeth's drawing books, by then deemed quite rare. 87 The Sedon
Galleries again included her work in an exhibition the following year, showing
seventeen landscape drawings that were deemed 'of special interest as belonging
to a by-gone period in Australian art, [and] show good observation and a sense
of beauty.' 88
In 1946, while residing in Castlemaine, Adeline successfully approached the
Castlemaine Art Gallery to hold an exhibition of Elizabeth's work. This took
place in October and the public was made aware of the artist 'whose enterprise,
courage and sympathy greatly stimulated the art life of her period.' 89 Castlemaine
Art Gallery hosted another exhibition of Elizabeth's paintings in October 197 5,
this time with the assistance of her grandson, Arthur Parsons, who had inherited
the bulk of her collection.
The present exhibition once again draws attention to the artistic and
personal achievements of Elizabeth Parsons. Through persistence and hard
work Elizabeth reached a prominent position in the Victorian art world and was
~n inspiration to many around her who aspired to do the same. The exhibition
Is an acknowledgement and a memorial to the life and work of Elizabeth Parsons.
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Near Briagalong
1879
watercolour
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View across
Loulil Bay

188o
watercolo ur
CAT. N O.I8
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SchnajJper Point,
Morninglon

o88o
wate rcolour
CAT. NO. 19
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Country house
1881
watercolour
CAT. N0.20
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Coastal mansion
C.J881
watercolour
CAT. N0.2 I
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Chi/tern

c.I884
watercolour
on board
CAT. NO. 27
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Mordialloc

t884
watercolour
CAT. NO. 28
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Rickett's Point
1884
watercolour
CAT. NO. 29
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River bank
C.1885
watercolour
CAT. N0 . 37
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Montagu Bay,
Hobart
1887
watercolour
FIG.

CAT . N0.41
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The Gorge,
Launceston
C. J887
watercolour
CAT. N0.42
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The country church

1888
watercolour
CAT. N0.45
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Wind farm at
Western Port Bay

c.t8g6
watercolour
CAT. N0. 54
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CATALOGUE

CAT. NO. I

All works are by Elizabeth Parsons
unless othenvise stated. All measurements
are sight measurements unless
otherwise stated.

The Thames at lsleworth c. 1864
watercolour
40.1 x 67.6 em
Signed l.e, paint "F. Parsons". Not dated
Collection: Parsons family

CAT. N0.8
Study of trees

c.I 869
pencil
sheet 25.2 x 40.7 em
Signed 1.1., brown ink "Mrs Ceo Parsons".
Not dated
Collection: Parsons family

CAT. NO.2

Arched bridge over the Thames 1865
pencil
24.5 x 35·5 em
Signed and dated I.e, brown paint
"EW/1865"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.3
At Harnbuxlon, Surrey 1866
watercolour
20.5 x 28.5 em
Signed and dated 1.1., brown paint
"E Warren I 1866"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. N0.4
Clovelly, Devon c. 1867

watercolour
20.6 x 30.2 em
Signed I.e, paint "E Parsons". Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.5

Clovelly c.1867
pencil
24·7 x 34·9 em
Not signed. Not dated
Inscribed l.r., pencil "Clovelly"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.6

The old watermill, Cornwall 1868
watercolour
31.1 x 43·3 em
Signed and dated l.r., brown paint
"F. Parsons/1868"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.7

St Mawgan, Cornwall 1868
watercolour
30.9 x 44.0 em
Signed and dated l.r., black paint "E Parsons/
1868"; signed 1.1., brown paint "E Parsons"
Collection: Estate of George Parsons
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N0.9
Carlton Gardens in I87I 1871
pencil and wash
sheet 31.4 x 48.7 em
Signed and dated l.l., black paint
"E Parsons/1871"
Inscribed on original backing, pencil
"[Carlton Gardens in 1871
crossed
through]/Exhibition Garden in t871"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT.

10
The first St Kilda jetty and Kenny :s
Bathing ShijJ c.1875
oil on canvas
36.0 x 61.0 em
Not signed. Not dated
Port Phillip City Collection
CAT. NO.

CAT. NO. 11
A country lane, Woodend c.1875
watercolour
16.9 x 24.0 em
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO. 12

Wilson lane, Berwick c.J876
oil on canv-,Ls
17.1 x 27.2 ern
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO. 13

Our house at Berwich c.1876
watereolour
sheet 10.2 x 22.0 em
Not signed. Not dated
Inscribed l.l., pencil "our house
at Benvick"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO. L}

Near Briagalong 1879
watercolour
31.0 x 4fi.6 em
Signed and dated l.l., brown paint
"E Parsons 1879"
Collection: Parsons family

o:r. No. 15

CAT. NO. 22

North ann, GipjJslanrl Lakes c. 1879

Bush fann 1882

watercolour
17.2 x 24-2 em
Signed l.r., blue paint "EP". Not dated
Collection: Parsons family

watercolour
31.0 x 46.5 em
Signed and dated l.r., brown paint
"Parsons/r88z"
Collection: Parsons family

16
Ocean view c.1879
watercolour
2LR X 32.3 em
Nol signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.

CAT. NO. 17

Chinaman's hut, Daylesforrl c.188o

waten:olour

46.o

31.1 em
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family

CAT. NO.

CAT. NO.
CAT. NO.

18

View arross Loutit Bay 188o
waten:olour
30.5 47·7 em
Signed and dated l.l., brown paint
"E Parsons/ 188o"
Collection: Parsons family

23

A deserted g1tllv, Spring Creek,
near Daylesji1rd 1882
sepia with white highlight
sheet 32.8 x 50.2 em
Signed and dated l.r., pencil "E Parsons/
1882". Inscribed reverse backing u.l.,
brown ink "A deserted Gully/ Spring Creek/
nr Daylesford"; reverse backing u.c.,
brown ink "By "Worton""
Collection: Parsons family
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Hop kiln at Myrtleford u883

watercolour
15.1 x 23.5 em
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.

25

Hop jJicking at Myrtliforrl c.1883
GAT.

19

SchnajJJxr Point, Morning-ton c.188o
watercoJour

x ~,1.0 ern
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
21.0

watercolour
22.0 x 33.0 em
Signed l.r., brown paint "E Parsons".
Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.

26

In the Gardens, Government House c.1883
house 1881

" watercolour

watercolonr
sheet 14.9 x 28.o em
Not signed. Not dated
Inscribed reverse u.r., pencil
"In the Gardens/Government House"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO. 27

Chi/tern u884
watercolour on board
sheet 15.1 x 22.9 em
Not signed. Not dated
Inscribed reverse l.c., pencil "Chiltern"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.

28

1\Jiordialloc 1884

watercolour
22.2 x 33.2 em
Signed and dated 1.1., brown paint
"E Parsons/1884"
Collection: Parsons family

45

CAT. NO.

29

CAT. NO.

;)6

Riclieu:, Point 1884

Yarm River landscajJe c.r8H5

watercolour
22.0 x 33.0 em
Signed and dated l.l., paint
"E Parsons 1884"
Collection: Parsons family

watercolour
20.1 x 31.4 em
Signed l.r., brown paint "E Parsons".
Not dated
Collection: Parsons t~unily

CAT. NO.

30

North East Valley, Dunedin, New Zealand,
by evening star c.18H4

wash
sheet 32.8 x 49·3 em; image 25.6 x ;)H.! em
Not signed. Not dated
Inscribed reverse backing u.c., pencil
"North East Valley I Dunedin/ New Zealand/
By Evening Star"
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO. Sl

Po-rt Chalmers, Dunedin 18H4

watercolour
20.8 x 31.7 em
Signed and dated l.r., brown paint
"E Parsons tfl84"
Collection: Parsons t~unily
CAT. NO.

cF

J\1itre Peak, New Zealand 18H4
watercolour
16.o x 31.0 em
Signed and dated 1.1., paint "EP 18H4"
Collection: Estate of George Parsons
CAT.

N0.33

1\!Ioant Alfred, Flead of Lake vi!alwtipu,
Nno Zealand 1884
watercolour

CAT.N0.37

River bank c.188s
watercolour
2 2 .o x 34.<) em
Not signed. Not elated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.

38

Study of trees c.18Ss

watercolour on paper on board
sheet 16.2 x 24.3 em
Signed reverse backing c., pencil "E
Collection: Parsons f<unily
CAT. NO.

39

The Ovens River, near Harrietvil/e,
Mt Feathertop in the distance c. 1 88 5

watercolonr
20.7 x 32.7 em
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT.N0.40

Hill\ ide lane c. 1 8 85
watercolour
244 x 33.8 em
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons family
CAT.

N0.41

31.1

Montagu Bay, Hobart rRH7

CAT.N0.34

watercolour
31.5 x 48.8 em
Signed and dated I.!., brown paint
"E Parsons/ rRH7''
Collection: Parsons f~unily

x 48.2 em
Signed and dated LL, paint
"E. Parsons I 18H.4"
Collection: Parsons f~1mily

Spring Oully, Dayle1jirrd r885
watercolour
44.2 x 6H.o em
Signed and dated l.r., brown paint
"E Parsons/188s"

Collection: Victorian ArtisLs Society
Gift of Mr and Mrs George Parsons, H)8o
CAT. NO.

35

By the creek ril85
watercolour
2.').7 x 35·3 em
Signed and dated l.l. brown paint
"E Parsons/rS85"
Collection: Estate of George Parsons

CAT. N0.42

771.e Gmxe, Lrwnceston C. I H87
watercolonr
32.0 x 49·5 em
Signecll.r., paint "E Parsons". Not dated
Collection: Estate of George Parsons
CAT. NO. 43

Sea shore L888
watercolour
17.0 x 24.5 em
Signed and elated l.r., brown paint "EP H8"
Collection: Estate of George Parsons

CAT NO.

:]4

CAT. NO.

WC~o-ri

Yallock 18 8 8
watercolour
X 68.2

CIU

and dated !.r., brown paint
"E Parsons/ t88R"
Co!lection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.

4fi

F~ Tree Gutl1• 1 Rg6
watercolour
24.9 x 47.11 em
Signed and dated l.r., brown paint
Parsons/18g6"'
Collection: Parsons family
CAT. NO.

17ui co1tntry church 18R8
watercolour

!Vlentone Bay c.t8g6
watercolour
tJ.2 x 31.7 em
l.l., blue paint "E Parsons". Not dated
, .. u•uvunJu. Parsons family
CAT. NO.

54

Wind j(mn at Hfr,stern Port Bay c.t8g6
watercolour
22.8
3~·P em
Not signed. Not dated
Collection: Parsons f~nnily
Estate of George Parsons
CAT. NO.5.')

Beaumaris 189G
watercolour
ll.g X 32.2 Clll

and dated !.1~, blue paint
Collection: Parsons f~nnily
CAT. N0.

56

Dntwing Boo/1 of A ustmlian LannscarJe,
Partr,
[1882]
book

J8gt
em
and datecll.r., brown paint

57

gt'"

CAT.

Parsons .family

Dmwing Booli
Part 2, Ji'ees
book of seven lithogTaphs
Collection: Parsons family

ct8gt

CAT. NO.

11Do .sl<etchbooks
two books containing watercolours,
cartoons
print>,
and newspaper cuttings
Private collection

59
H.ARDING,James D.
Lessons on, frees
13th edn, W Kent & Co, London, [n.d.]

CAT. N0.

book
Collection: Architecture Library:
The University of Melbourne
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